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On April, 28th, 2010 under the decision of the President of the Russian Federation
D.A.Medvedev on a site of Federal archival agency electronic images of originals of archival
documents on “a problem of Katyn” from “a package № 1” are placed, which was stored
decades in archive VKP (b) – CPSU (http://rusarchives.ru/publication/katyn/01.shtml).

The package is transferred from Archive of the President of the Russian Federation in the
Russian state archive of sociopolitical history (RGASPI) where I.V.Stalin's main fund is stored.
In September, 1992 documents have been declassified and on the instructions of the President
of the Russian Federation B.N.Yeltsin of their copy are transferred the Polish party.

On May, 6th, 2010 in the Showroom of the Russian state archive of the scientific and technical
documentation (Moscow, Trade-union street, 82) has taken place presentation of the electronic
project to the Victory 65 anniversary in the Great Patriotic War 1941-1945 – “Tempered by the
Great Patriotic War …”, prepared by the Russian state archive of the scientific and technical
documentation, branch of the Russian state archive of the scientific and technical
documentation (in Samara) with the assistance of the State archive of the Russian Federation,
the Russian state archive of economy, the Russian state archive of sociopolitical history, the
Russian state archive of film documentary photographs, the Russian state military archive, the
Russian state archive of Navy fleet, the Russian state archive of phonodocuments, the Central
archive of the scientific and technical documentation of Moscow, Institute of history of natural
sciences and technics it. С.И. Vavilov of the Russian Academy of Sciences and financial
support of the federal target program “Russian culture. 2006-2011”.
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For the first time archivists make attempt to show so on a substantial scale scientific and
technical documents of the premilitary man and the military period in a complex, and also from
the point of view of their independent historical importance. The archival documents reflecting
processes of creation (workings out, tests are presented, to modernization, manufactures) and
applications of various types of arms, subjects of equipment of Red Army and Navy fleet in
premilitary years and in days of the Great Patriotic War. Documents of the most various specific
structure are shown: reports on NIR with illustrations, drawings on various bases, drawings,
application materials with drawings and schemes, picture albums, diagrammes, schemes,
schedules.

In the project it is included more than 1 000 images of documents the majority from which is
presented the wide public for the first time. The electronic project to the Victory 65 anniversary
in the Great Patriotic War 1941-1945 “Tempered by the Great Patriotic War …” is accessible to
viewing since May, 6th, 2010 on a portal “Archives of Russia” (http://www.rusarchives.ru)
On May, 12th, 2010 in a conference hall of the Russian state historical archive (St.-Petersburg,
Zanevsky prospectus, 36) VI session of Council about archival business has taken place at
Federal archival agency.

With the report “About a current state of archival branch and a choice of the optimum
organizational-legal form of the state archives of the Russian Federation in the light of
forthcoming reorganization of establishments of budgetary sphere” has acted the chairman of
the council, the head of Federal archival agency A.N. Artizov.

On May, 21-22st, 2010 the delegation of the Russian archivists led by deputy head of Russian
Archive V.P.Tarasov has taken part in 11th general conference of Euro-Asian of regional branch
of the International council of archives, session of the Advisory council of heads of archival
services of the state-participants CIS, the international scientific conferences “the General
archival heritage and national archival funds” and “Electronic document circulation and
electronic archives” which have taken place in Odessa (Ukraine).

From May, 22 till May, 28th, 2010 in Historiography institute of the Tokyo university at the
initiative of the Japanese party there has passed the international conference on studying of the
Russian-Japanese historical sources. From a Russian side for participation in a scientific
symposium have been invited: the director of Russian state historical archive A.R. Sokolov, the
director of the Russian state archive of Navy fleet S.V. Chernyavsky and the senior scientific
employee of the Museum of anthropology and ethnography of Peter the Great (Kunstkamera)
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A.U. Sinitsyn.

In a conference opening day, on May, 24th, 2010, the Russian participants have been accepted
by the president of Academy of sciences of Japan Mr. Tomojasu Kato. Following the results of
conference the collection where texts of reports in Russian and Japanese languages have
entered is published.

On May, 25-27, 2010 for the first time in archival practice Scientifically-methodical council of
archival establishments of the Central federal district has spent Internet conference on a theme
“Organization and results of work of archival establishments of the Central federal district of the
Russian Federation on revealing of unique documents within the limits of formation of the State
register of unique documents of Archival fund of the Russian Federation”.

From May, 30th till June, 6th, 2010 under the invitation of National archive of Korea, delegation
of the Russian archivists as a part of a deputy head of Federal archival agency V.P. Tarasov,
the expert-expert of department of international contacts of Federal archival agency A.S. Debt
and deputy director of GARF L.A. Rogova has taken part in opening ceremony of the
International archival exhibition in Seoul and session of Executive committee of the International
council of archives.
On June, 1st solemn ceremony of opening of the International exhibition of archival culture
(MAKV, 2010) on which the minister of the government and safety of Republic Korea Hyon Kju
Men, the president of National archive of Korea Mr. Syon Dak Pak, the vice-president of MSA
Nolda Ryomer-Kenep have acted has taken place.

At an exhibition archival documents from 47 countries of the world are exhibited, including at
separate stands expositions of 18 countries and among them are presented Russia. Session of
Executive committee of the International council of archives in which a deputy head of Federal
archival agency V.P. Tarasov has taken part on June, 4-5th has taken place.

On June, 2nd, 2010 in a reading room of the Russian state archive of a contemporary history
(Moscow, street Ilyinka, 12) has taken place presentation of the two-volume edition in Russian
“Prague spring and the international crisis of 1968”, prepared within the limits of the joint
Russian-Austrian research project.
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In presentation have taken part and Mr. M.Klestil-Lyoffler, the head of Federal archival agency,
the doctor of historical sciences A.N. Artizov, the director of Institute of L.Boltsman on research
of consequences of wars S.Karner (Austria), the director of Institute of general history of the
Russian Academy of Sciences the academician of Russian Academy of Sciences A.O have
acted the Plenipotentiary Ambassador of Austria in the Russian Federation. Chubaryan, the
rector of the Russian state humanitarian university, the corresponding member of Russian
Academy of Sciences E.I. The brewer, director of RGANI N.G. Tomilina.

On June, 8-21, 2010 the historic-documentary exhibition was exhibited at a showroom of the
Russian state historical archive “300 years to the civil alphabet”, devoted to 300-year-old
anniversary “Alphabets civil with morals, redacted by Peter the Great” and ceremony of slaking
a stamp with Alphabet symbolics.

Among them original imperial decrees: Catherine I decree about establishment in 1725 of
Academy of sciences, Catherine II decree about “free printing houses” (1783), resolving to open
besides state private printing houses with словолитнями, documents on establishment of
known printing houses of G. Bergold, O.I. Leman, P.P. Beketov, N.S. Vsevolozhsk, S.I.
Selivanovsky.

On June, 22nd 2010.г. In Caen (Normandy) in “a world Memorial” opening of the exhibition
devoted to 65th anniversary of the Victory of Soviet Union in the Great Patriotic War has taken
place. The organizer of the exhibition has acted spent within the limits of year of Russia in
France, the State archive of the Russian Federation.

At exhibition documents of GARF, RGASPI, the Central archive of FSB, materials of the Central
museum of Armed forces, the Central museum of the Great Patriotic War 1941-1945, the State
memorial museum of defense and blockade of Leningrad (St.-Petersburg), the State Tretyakov
gallery are presented.

At opening ceremony with greetings acted the director of "Memorial" Grimaldi, the
Plenipotentiary ambassador of the Russian Federation in France A.S. Orlov, head of the
Rosohrankultura A.V. Kibovsky, director of GARF S.V. Mironenko.

On June, 24th, 2010 in Nizhni Novgorod the fifth session of the Joint Russian-Hungarian
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commission on cooperation in the field of archives in which have taken part has taken place:
from a Russian side: the co-chairman of the Commission, the head of Federal archival agency
A.N. Artizov; from the Hungarian party: the co-chairman of the Commission, the chief of
department on affairs of archives of the Ministry of a national resource of the Hungarian
Republic of R.Gorjanats, the general director of National archive of Hungary T.C. Reys,
committee-men – the general director of Institute of political history D. Foldsh, the secretary of
the Commission M. Gruber, invited the head of Archival institute in Moscow E. Varga.

During commission work information interchange about the basic events in archival business of
Russia and Hungary for the past from the previous meeting time (2006), opinions concerning
electronic document circulation, creation of electronic archives, collection preparation “The
Soviet-Hungarian economic relations 1948-1973”. The plan of work of the Joint
Russian-Hungarian commission on cooperation in the field of archives for 2011-2013 is
confirmed
On July, 6th, 2010 in the Showroom of federal archives (Moscow, B.Pirogovskaja's street, 17)
has taken place opening of an historic-documentary exhibition “Five rings under the Kremlin
stars” (To 30 anniversary ХХII of Olympic games in Moscow).
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